
Travelogue about all Japan. There are 47 prefectures in Japan. A lot of 

local TV stations in Japan collaborate to make this program. This 

program introduce you Japanese food, scenery, tradition, people and 

sightseeing. Good program for people who are interested in Japan 

and travel to Japan.

You know so many places to see around Japan. For example; Drifting 

ice in Hokkaido, bicycle trip to Mt. Fuji, legendary old Dogo hot spring 

in Ehime, unique Donburi cuisine in Aomori... Those episodes are 

basically focusing on one specific prefecture of Japan. Watching this 

program will make you feel like you've traveled to Japan for several 

times! Now aired in 21countries all over the world !

What's hot in Japan
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2014 - ON GOING

145 episodes × 28min

HD

Brand new program, showing you various kinds of "Best threes of 

Japan".

This program is created by NNS (Nippon Television Network System).

For example, "Best 3 unique bus tour", "Best 3 yummy ramen" and 

"Best 3 hot spring".

This program will bring you latest information of Japan. Main 

navigator is Lady Beard, the symbol of Cool Japan. He wears Japanese 

impressive costume such as Ninja, Sailor suit, and Princess...

Discovering unfound jewels spread throughout Japan will certainly 

make you feel most joyous about Japan! 

Joyous Japan

2016 - ON GOING

12 episodes × 28min

HD

Let’s go to Hokkaido with your camera !

AikuMaikawa is a model and also a photographer.

She travels around in Hokkaido and takes a beautiful photos.

There are a lot of beautiful scenes in Hokkaido. Why don't you go to 

Hokkaido with a camera ?

Each episode shows one tourist spot in Hokkaido. This program is 

completed by each episode. You must be facinated by beautiful 

scenes in Hokkaido.

Aiku's photo trip in Hokkaido

2015 - ON GOING

10 episodes × 28min

HD
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